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Abstrakt 
 

Práce se zabývá studují, modifikací a návrhem komunikačních protokolů a jejich 
implementací v digitálních signálových procesorech v jazyku instrukčních adres. Také 
zkoumá strukturu elektro-akustické jednotky EPIS 2.45. Popis jednotky je zaměřen na její 
softwarovou část a to zejména na operační systém založený na kooperativním multitaskingu. 
Pro dosažení úspěšného návrhu a implementace komunikačních protokolů se práce zaměřuje 
také na základy vícevrstvé síťové architektury. Poté je již zkoumána skutečná síť (Koris Net) 
společně s jejími, ale i dalšími komunikačními protokoly, jako například protokol Modus. 
Popis je doplněn o příklady zdrojového kódu jejich implementace v digitálním signálovém 
procesoru (ADSP 2191M). V práci je mimo jiné prezentován navržený komunikační protokol 
pro vyčtení souboru z palubního počítače připojeného k jednotce na sběrnici Modus. Společně 
s tím je také obsažena navržená úprava protokolu, tak aby bylo možné předávat stažené 
soubory přes radiové rozhraní do centrálního počítače. 
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Abstract 
 

The purpose of this work is to study, modify and design communication protocols for their 
further implementation into a digital signal processor in assembly language. The work also 
introduces structure of an electro-acoustic unit EPIS 2.45 controlled by a digital signal 
processor. The focus of the unit description is on the software structure, process interactions 
and on the operation system based on the cooperative multitasking. In order to design and 
implement new communication protocol, network architecture as well, especially multi-layer 
models. Then, real network and protocols are examined, such as Koris Net and Modbus 
protocol. The description is supported by source code examples implementing the protocols in 
a digital signal processor (ADSP 2191M). The work also presents a designed communication 
protocol for downloading files from the onboard computer which is connected to the unit. 
Moreover, it presents designed modification of protocols so that the downloaded files can be 
forwarded from the unit to the central computer over the Koris Net. 
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 1.   Introduction  
 

My task is to study, modify, design and implement communication protocols into 
ADSP 2191M. The protocols are implemented in assembly language. The ADSP 2191M is a 
name of a Digital Signal Processor from Analog Devices. The processor controls an electro-
acoustic unit EPIS 2.45 which is manufactured by company called Ing. Ivo Herman, CSc. and 
serves as an onboard electro-acoustic information system in many public transport vehicles in 
the Czech Republic. 
 

Various versions of the EPIS 2.45 unit have been operating since 2002. The EPIS 2.45 
was based on development of previous versions that used different type of DSP (ADSP 2181) 
and were manufactured since 1997.  Throughout those years, the unit has become extremely 
complex system from the hardware and the software perspective and successful 
implementation of the new functions requires full understanding of the existing system as a 
whole. For that reason, a description of the EPIS 2.45 is included in this work. 
 
 The focus of the description is on the software structure, process interactions and on 
the operation system based on the cooperative multitasking, which is the crucial part of the 
system. For easier implementation into the current structure and a better understanding of how 
data is handled and transported between networking devices, theory of network architecture is 
presented, especially multi-layer models. Source code examples support the explanation. 
Main features of DSPs and the Integrated Development Environment are also introduced. 
 
 The practical part comprises of a new communication protocol design and 
implementation. The protocol is supposed to be used for downloading files from the onboard 
computer. Design and implementation of some new remote procedure calls are part of the 
practical work as well. In order to get general idea about the work, the figure 1-1 illustrates 
interaction between key units and presents the main task of the project. As you can see from 
the figure, the file has to be downloaded from the onboard computer to the unit and 
subsequently transmitted from the unit to the central computer over the Koris Net.   
 

Besides that, other implementations of some new functions into the unit are also 
briefly presented in the work as they have helped to gain hands-on experience with the ADSP 
2191M Instruction Set. 
 
 This bachelor’s thesis is written in English due to the fact that I spent 2009 summer 
semester at Technical University of Denmark within the framework of the Erasmus program. 
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2.   Information systems in municipal public transp orts  
 

The purpose of this chapter is to briefly describe history of the municipal public 
transport in Czech town Brno and underline the important role of modern information and 
communication systems for contemporary public transport vehicles and management. 
 

The Municipal public Transport in Brno started in 1869 as the first horse cars 
transported citizens throughout the city. Horse-drown railway operated until steam trams took 
over (about 1884). Even after electrification of public transports in 1900, the steam trams still 
served in parallel with the new type of vehicles. However, the number of them was reduced 
and they were used only in case of electric energy failures and during increased demand on 
public transport. 
  The number of vehicle increased over the fallowing period, especially in 20s and 30s, 
when the area of the city served by the public transport extended as well. Depots had to be 
modernized as well. Such a growth was accompanied with higher demand on supply 
substations.  The public transport fleet did not grow only to the size but also to the type. Buses 
have been used for transport since 1930, steamships since 1946 and trolley-buses since 1949. 
 
 Due to the fact that people started to use more cars for their own transport at the end of 
80s, there was stagnation in public transport system. However, the city council realized the 
potential treat and tried to invest more money to make the public transport more effective so 
that people would prefer it over the cars. By reducing cars on the roads and supporting the 
usage of public transport the pollution in the city should be also reduced.  

 
 

 

           
 

 

                              
 

               
 

Figure 2-1 Illustration of public transport development over the years 
 

The public transport fleet has been gradually modernized since then. Modern electric 
devices, information and communication systems have been used in vehicles and in central 
control as well. They have been applied to help keeping the system more organized. This 
means for instance that the time between two vehicles on the same line is to be reduced, 
especially in busy hours. Different lines are supposed to connect to each other more 
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effectively and the punctuality of the lines is to be improved. Information systems also help to 
keep the customers informed in vehicles and on the stations. Moreover, they make the 
transport much easier for disabled people. 
 

One of the modern devices designed to improve quality of public transport and meet 
the above mentioned requirements is EPIS 2.45. This unit is described in this work. 
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 3.   EPIS 2.45 
 

It is a unit that serves as an electro-acoustic information system for public transport 
vehicles. When embedded into vehicles the main features and capabilities of the unit are 
fallowing: 

� digital announcer of station names and other predefined announcement to inside and 
outside vehicles 

� acoustic generator, allowing sound broadcasting from driver’s cabin to inside or 
outside vehicles 

� radio modem for data communication with the Central Control, that includes sending 
identification messages and messages about position of vehicles on the route during 
the service 

� radio communication adapter for phonic communication with the Control Centre  

� enables direct broadcasting from the transport supervisor in the Central Control to 
customers of public transport in vehicles 

� control of the inductive modem 

� control of radio modem for short-distance communication at the rate of 882 Kbit/s 
using the 2.4 GHz band 

� receiver indicating a presence of sightless people 
  

The role of the unit is demonstrated in the figure 2-1. The figure depicts a simplified block 
diagram of the functional integration of the unit into a vehicle. Around the unit are shown 
some peripheries (the blue boxes) that EPIS 2.45 has to manage to control and process data 
from them in real-time. The fundamental part of the unit is a DSP ADSP 2191M that performs 
this major task.  

 

The unit from the software perspective is shown inside the DSP, the yellow boxes, which 
represent set of processes that are responsible for communication with various interfaces. The 
core of all system is an operation system based on the cooperative multitasking. It controls 
and enables process interaction in the unit.  

 

The colorful routes in the figure represent symbolic communication paths that are subject 
of study in this work. This representation supports a vivid explanation as communication 
paths are examined separately at first and than they are put together, thus references to the 
figure 2-1 will occur in the text.   

 

It is important to point out that the block diagram does not represent complete structure of 
the EPIS 2.45 in a vehicle. In fact, there are actually many devices connected to the unit in 
reality (and controlled by it) which are not displayed. This applies to the processes as well. 
However, all necessary blocks that the project is concerned with were included. Moreover, 
this scheme helps to gain general idea about the unit.  

 

One of the other benefits of the EPSI 2.45 is that it is modular. This means that it can 
operate with or without particular modules and devices connected to it. It is up to the 
customer requirements what modules are selected. This has led to the situation that municipal 
public transport in different cities use the unit for slightly different purposes.   

 

There are many ways to update the unit firmware. It can be programmed over RS-232 
serial interface, remotely from the onboard computer or even through the KORIS Net (KORIS 
Net will be described in the project). 
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Figure 3-1.  Block diagram of the EPIS 2.45
 

 

Another advantage of the unit is its power supply requirements being in idle mode about 
90mA, beside that a wide range of the input voltage (from 15V to 34V). 
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4.   Digital Signal Processor – DSP  
 

4.1. General description 

 

A DSP is a special type of microprocessor with architecture optimized especially 
for digital signal processing. Mostly, but not necessary, they are used in real-time computing. 

Most general-purpose microprocessors, such as in today’s PCs, can execute DSP 
algorithms as well. But these microprocessors have higher power-supply consumption; they 
are generally larger and usually more expensive. Thus, they are not suitable for application of 
mobile telephone, embedded systems, fax machines, sound cards, modems etc. On the other 
hand, specialized digital signal processors mainly provide a more efficient and lower-cost 
solution. 
 

DSPs are very often designed according to the Harvard architecture with physically 
separated memories and signal pathways for instructions (program code) and data. This 
structure allows reading an instruction and performing a data memory access at the same time. 
There are often two data memories, so that two operands can be read in parallel. 

A variation of the Harvard Architecture is called the Modified Harvard Architecture 
and many DSPs actually comply with. 

 

This architecture provides a pathway between the instruction memory and the CPU 
that allows the content of the instruction memory to be treated as read-only data. This allows 
constant data, to be accessed without first having to be copied into data memory, thus 
preserving more data memory for read/write variables.  
 

Numbers in DPS’s registers, arithmetic units, memories etc. are represented in the 
binary numeral system, this system represent numerical values as a sequence of binary digits 
– bits, which can be either “0” or “1”. Every non-negative binary number can be expressed as 
[8]:  

∑
−∞=

⋅=
m

i

i
iaN 2   ,    0=ia   or   1 

 

For example numbers (10,011)2 are converted to decimal form by: 
 

(10,011)2 = (
32101 2121202021 −−− ⋅+⋅+⋅+⋅+⋅ ) = (2,375)10 

 

Radix point separates integer part of the number from its fractional part. DSPs can be 
categorized into two groups, depending on weather the amount of digits on the right of the 
radix point is fixed (fixed-point arithmetic) or not (floating-point arithmetic).  
 

To yield much greater performance, digital signal processors usually contain 
specialized computational units, such as Arithmetic logic Unit (ALU), 
Multiplier/Accumulator Unit (MAC), Data Address Generators (DAG) etc. It depends on the 
architecture but they all mostly work in parallel.  
 Even if the name of the architecture of DSPs is same, their design rules, number of 
units and their specification differ from vendor to vendor. Even DSPs manufactured by one 
vendor differ from type to type. Thus, presentation of a general DSP is almost impossible and 
the fallowing description will be focused mainly on the ADSP 2191M. 

More about Digital Signal Processors and their architecture can be found in [7]. 
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4.2. ADSP 2191M  
 

The unit EPIS 2.45 is based on the ADSP 2191M’s platform and has been operating 
for many years, throughout these years the software part as well as hardware part has grown 
into very complex system. Therefore, a change of the platform was discounted and the 
platform for implementation of the new functions was already decided. 
 

The ADSP 2191M is designed according to the Modified Harvard architecture. As far 
as the integration and performance features are concerned, its main specifications are:  

• 6.25 ns Instruction Cycle Time, for up to 160 MIPS Sustained Performance,160 K 
Bytes On-Chip RAM Configured as 32K Words 24-Bit Memory RAM and 32K 
Words 16-Bit Memory RAM; Dual-Purpose 24-Bit Memory for Both Instruction and 
Data Storage. This architecture allows that program memory can store both 
instructions and data, permitting the ADSP-2191M to fetch two operands in a single 
cycle, one from program memory and one from data memory. 

• Three computational units: Independent ALU, Multiplier/Accumulator, and Barrel 
Shifter Computational Units with Dual 40-bit Accumulators which help with overflow 

• 16-Bit External Memory Interface for up to 16M Words of Addressable Memory 
Space, Three Full-Duplex Multichannel Serial Ports, Three Programmable Interval 
Timers, one UART port 

• The ADSP-2191M’s flexible architecture and comprehensive instruction set support 
multiple operations in parallel. 

• A powerful program sequencer controls the flow of instruction execution. The 
sequencer supports conditional jumps, subroutine calls, and low interrupts overhead. 
With internal loop counters and loop stacks, the ADSP-2191M executes looped code 
with zero overhead; no explicit jump instructions are required to maintain loops. 

• The ADSP-2191M can respond to up to seventeen interrupts at any given time: three 
internal (stack, emulator kernel, and power-down), two external (emulator and reset), 
and twelve user-defined (peripherals) interrupts. The programmer assigns a peripheral 
to one of the 12 user-defined interrupts. The priority of each peripheral for interrupt 
service is determined by these assignments. 

 

For more information regarding the architecture and detailed hardware specification of the 
DSP, see [3]. 
 

4.3 Integrated development environment - VisulDSP++ 3.5 
 

VisualDSP++ 3.5 is a software application that provides a suite of tools for developing 
DSP applications. The integrated project management and debugging environment provides 
complete graphical control of the edit, build, and debug process. 

 
Since the environment has been used for software development, the graphical interface 

is shown and briefly described in the figure 4-3. To find out more about the VisualDSP++ 3.5, 
see [5] 
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Figure 4-3 Brief description of the Integrated Development Environment VisualDSP++ 3.5  
 
 
5.  Operation System in EPIS 2.45  
 

As you can see from the figure 2-1, the unit has a great deal of interfaces to which 
many constantly running devices are connected. From the software point of view, there has to 
be a system responsible for sharing of computing capacity, managing and controlling all the 
processes in the EPIS 2.45. Therefore, an operation system written in assembly language and 
based on the cooperative multitasking was implemented into the unit. The fallowing chapter 
deals with the theory of multitasking placing emphasis on cooperative multitasking. 
 

5.1 Theory of operation systems  
 

 From the batch system to the multitasking 
 

In the old days of computing, the CPU time was very expensive, peripherals were very 
slow and jobs were processed with the batch system.  

The batch system had many disadvantages, for example, when the executing program 
paused to wait for Input/Output operation (I/O) to complete, the CPU simply sat idle until the 
I/O finished. This led to lack of efficiency of the expensive CPU and became more significant 
with commercial data processing because the I/O wait time accounted for most of total time. 

 

The invention of multiprogramming was a landmark in the history of operating 
systems. The idea behind it was that when one job was waiting for I/O to complete, another 
job could be using the CPU. If enough jobs could be held in maim memory at once, the CPU 
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could be kept busy nearly 100 percent of the time. On the other hand, this system does not 
give a guarantee that jobs would be processed in the time-effective way. Simply because a 
currently running job did not have to stop to wait for I/O operation at all, thus, a waiting job 
did not get a turn. This drawback helped to create a time-sharing system, also known as 
multitasking. 

 

In computing, it often happens that many processes compete for the CPU at the same 
time. When an operating system switches between processes frequently enough it creates an 
illusion of parallelism. This means that processes seems to be executed simultaneously. The 
methods of switching between processes is called scheduling algorithms. 

Historically, the multitasking enabled group of users using terminal computers to see 
their programs as if they were only programs processed by the main CPU, although, each 
program could not be processed as fast as it would be if it was really the only program in the 
system.  

 

According to the scheduling algorithms we can divide multitasking into two main 
groups: cooperative (non-preemptive) multitasking and preemptive multitasking.   

 

5.1.1   Cooperative Multitasking 
 

When a process is selected to run by the non-preemptive scheduling algorithm, it is 
allowed to run until it blocks (for example waiting on I/O or waiting for some other process) 
or until it voluntary releases the CPU. Very important thing about a cooperatively multitasked 
system is that each process relied on each other. This means that even if a process runs for 
hours it will not be forcibly suspend. Therefore, one badly designed process can cause system 
failure.    
 The software part of the EPIS 2.45 works according to the principles of the 
cooperative multitasking to some extend. Switching between processes is done either directly 
or indirectly. 
 

  Direct switching is caused by CALL or JUMP instructions from running program or by 
an interrupt. There are internal interrupts, caused by DSP’s core and external, caused by 
peripherals. When an interrupt occurs, the DSP’s suspend its current operation, saves the 
necessary registers (such as Arithmetic Status Register and Mode Status Register) and jumps 
to the location in memory of the interrupt’s service routine and begins executing that program 
code. When it has completed the interrupt’s service routine, an RTI instruction forces 
program flow to return to the suspended operation and continue to executing code at the 
location where it left off, after the DSP restores the saved registers.  
 

Indirect switching means sending signals from currently running processes to the 
process called KERNEL. In the KERNEL, signals are stored in a queue. Signals decide which 
process gets turn next in case a currently running process voluntary releases the CPU. This 
design prevents a situation that a process will run possibly forever and another waiting 
process would never get a turn. When processes have nothing to execute and have to wait for 
I/O operation or for another process to finished, the control has to be handed over to the 
KERNEL. On the base of the signals, KERNEL selects process which will run next.  

 

At this moment, detailed description of instructions and program code is not the 
intention; hence the fallowing example serves only as demonstration of the cooperative 
multitasking in practice. Obviously, successful communication shown in the fallowing 
example requires many other operations, such as setting up the UART port, its speed and data 
form on the serial line or setting up the communication module, etc. I regard them as 
unimportant for this moment and they are not discussed. 
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Code example 5-1-1 Software implementation of the physical layer of the Koris Net 
 

The code example 5-1-1 shows a software implementation of the physical layer of the 
Koris Net that receives data from the communication module AeroComm AC5124C 
Transceiver 2.4 GHz. When this module is sending data to the EPIS 2.45 through the UART 
interface, data bits are saved in the RBR (Receive Buffer Register) and an interrupt is 
generated, indicating that first Byte can be read from this register. 

 A currently running process is suspend and the interrupt’s service routine fallows. This 
means that program jumps to the location in memory dedicated to the UART interrupt’s 
service routine and the first instruction in this location,    JUMP UARTint; is executed.  

 This result in a shift between processes and a process called UART takes over control and 
is now using the CPU, starting from the label UARTint. 

Its tasks is to confirm that an interrupt really occurred, decide if the interrupt is from 
receiving data or from transmitting data (which is also possible), save the Byte from the RBR 
register to AX1 and hands the control over to a new process called PRatran by another direct 
switching.  

Since nothing has been mentioned about the system of network data structuring in the 
EPIS 2.45, it has to be taken for granted that the process UART represent the Physical Layer 
and the process PRatran represents the Data Link Layer.  

/*--------- Interrupt from UART --------- Main task of this process is: In case of an interrupt from receive and save a byte to 
the AX1 register and hands control  over to the process called PRatran starting from label atran_receive_char  */ 
UARTint:    

ENA SEC_REG, ENA SEC_DAG;      
            AR=DMPG1; 
            DM(DMPG1save)=AR; //saving current data address register for later usage after the …. 
            DMPG1=0;  AR=DMPG2;    // .. interrupt has finished 
            DM(DMPG2save)=AR; 
            DMPG2=0;  SB=IOPG;    SE=PX; 
 

            IOPG=UART_Controller_Page; NOP; //setting I/O memory space to access UART registers 
            AX0=IO(IIR);      //Is an interrupt pending?  0 - yes 
            AR=TSTBIT 0 OF AX0; //End interrupt – in case an interrupt is not pending, restores the saved…            

IF NE JUMP EndInt;  // …registers and returns to the suspended operation and continues 
 

            AR=TSTBIT 2 OF AX0;  //testing if this interrupt is from receive, the third bit set  
            IF EQ JUMP uai01; // means yes (numbering begins with 0), the label uai01 serves transmit interrupt  
                  
            AX1=IO(RBR);   // receive interrupt 
            AY0=0x00FF; 
            AR=AX1 AND AY0;     //saving one byte from the communication module AeroComm AC5124C…. 
            AX1=AR;   // Transceiver 2.4 GHz to AR register than to the AX1 register 
 
            AX0=DM(uart+TChannel_Protocol);     //getting data link layer process ID from buffer defining the… 

      // …UART channel settings  ->   AX0=PRatran 
            AR=DM(uart+TChannel_ProtRecChar); //getting label from buffer defining the UART channel.. 

AR=PASS AR;     //….. settings-> AR-atran_receive_char 
            IF EQ JUMP EndInt;//End interrupt in case no data link layer process is connected to the UART cannel 
            I4=AR; 
            CALL (I4);//direct switching between processes, to process PRatran starting from label in the AR register 
            JUMP EndInt;    /*End interrupt - restores the saved registers and returns to the  

suspended operation and continues*/ 
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In PRatran, program continues from label atran_receive_char, where receiving data are 
structured into a frame byte after byte. The whole procedure repeats every time a byte is in 
RBR register until complete frame is received. The fundamental thing in this example is to 
present the fact that each time a process (in this case UART) is running, it has absolute 
control of all system and all remaining processes in the system rely on it. A bug in the 
process, such as never-ending loop, disables not only receiving data but cause a breakdown of 
the system as a whole.  
 
5.1.2   Preemptive Multitasking 
  

It is a type of multitasking that repeatedly interrupt running processes and the preemptive 
algorithm decide which process will be running next. Therefore, processes with a higher 
priority can overtake processes with a lower priority. 
 

You may have noticed that the preemptive multitasking definition comply with the process 
management in the unit to some extend. Especially, the interrupts which forcibly stop a 
running process and enables a higher priority process to run. It is not possible to clearly 
decide between the two multitasking based only on the definitions. 

However, the active cooperation between processes and design regarding their 
responsibilities are dominant. Thus, the OS in the unit is regard as being based on the 
cooperative multitasking.   
 

For more information about computer operating systems, their structure and design see, [1] 
and [11]  
 
6.   Network architecture  
 

In the preceding chapter, the operation system structure and communication between 
processes were discussed. The EPIS 2.45 is part of many networks, which are also organized. 
In other words, receiving and transmitting data between the unit and “outside world” have 
software structure as well. 
 

Networks are usually organized as a stack of layers or levels, each one built upon the 
one bellow it, because it helps to reduce design complexity. The important thing to point out 
is that name of each layer, the number of layers, the contents of each layer and their function 
differ from network to network. The purpose of each layer is to offer certain services to the 
higher layers, shielding those layers from the details of how the offered services are actually 
implemented. Imagine that layer n on one device from the figure 6-1 carries out a 
conversation with layer n on another device. The rules of the conversation are collectively 
known as the layer n protocol.  
  

Protocol 
 

It is a set of logical rules enabling connection, communication and data transfer between 
communicating endpoints. It is difficult to define what a protocol specifies exactly, because it 
varies from network to network and from layer to layer. Most protocols define the fallowing 
list of properties: 

� synchronization of communication, handshaking 

� the way of starting and ending a message  

� the format of a message  

� the way of errors detection, alternatively correction  

� how to handle with undesirable situations such as connection losses  
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� the way of ending a connection 

Violating the protocol usually makes communication impossible. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

A three-layer network is demonstrated in figure 6-1. The entities comprising the 
corresponding layers on different machines are called peers. The peers could be processes 
(such as in the EPIS 2.45 as you will see later) or hardware devices. So it is the peers that 
communicate with each other using the protocol.  
 In reality, no data are directly transferred from layer n on one machine to layer n on 
the other machine. Instead, each layer passes data and control information to the layer 
immediately below it, until lowest layer is reached. Below layer 1 is the physical medium 
through which actual communication occurs. In 6-1, virtual communication is shown by 
dotted lines and physical communication by solid lines.  

A set of layers and protocols is called Network architecture. The specification of 
architecture must contain enough information to allow an implementer to write the program or 
built the hardware for each layer so that it will correctly obey the appropriate protocol. 

 

6.1 The OSI Referenced Model  
It is the well-known example of an abstract description for the layered network design. 

ISO developed the layered model to help vendors and network administrators gain a better 
understanding of how data is handled and transported between networking devices, as well as 
to provide a guideline for the implementation of new networking standards and technologies. 
Although the protocols associated with the OSI model are rarely used in practice, the model 
itself is very general and still valid, especially the features discussed at each layer. In its most 
basic form, it divides network architecture into seven layers. 

Since the layers above transport layers are application oriented, they are described 
very briefly. On the other hand, the layers up through and including the transport layer are 
concerned with end-to-end data delivery, which is one of the main activity of the unit EPIS 
2.45. Therefore, each of these layers are described more in detail. 

Only the most important features are listed in the description of the layers. You can 
find comprehensive description of the OSI Reference model in [2]. 
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Layer 1  Physical

Layer 2  Data Link

Layer 3  Network

Layer 4  Transport

Layer 5  Session

Layer 6            Presentation

Layer 7  Application

Figure 6-2. OSI Reference Model
 

 

6.1.1 The Physical Layer 

→ It is responsible for transmitting bits over a communication channel. 

→ It defines mechanical, electrical, and timing interfaces to the networks (for example, 
how many volts should be used for logical ones or how many nanoseconds should 
take one bit) 

→ Its task is to establish, maintain and close connection between the Data Link Layer 
entities. 

6.1.2 The Data Link Layer 

→ The main task of this layer is to ensure that detection of errors during transmission 
takes place, alternatively error correction as well, so that a transmission line appears 
free of undetected errors to the Network Layer. 

→ It is also concerned with encapsulation of the Network Layer’s packets into data 
frames. Thus, it has to define these data frames, for instance, symbols indicating 
start and end of a frame, flow control etc.  

→ This layer has to resolve access to the shared channel for broadcast networks too.  
 

6.1.3 The Network Layer 

→ A key design issue is to determine how packets are routed from the source to 
destination. The communication is usually carried out through intermediate nodes 
and even through various networks, for that reason an addressing scheme has to be 
defined. 

→ It is up this layer to overcome problems with different protocols within subnets and 
allow heterogeneous networks to be interconnected. 

→ It has to provide appropriate quality of service for various connections. 
 

6.1.4 The Transport Layer 
→ It is an interface between the provider of communication service (the layers below 

it) and the user of communication services (the layers above it). 

→ This layer is true end-to-end layer, in the lower layers the protocols are between 
each machine and its immediate neighbors, and not between the ultimate source and 
destination machines, which may be separated by many networks. 
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→ One of its main tasks is to provide higher quality of a connection then actually the 
network layer can do. 

→ It carries out multiplexing and de-multiplexing into and from one network layer 
connection.  

 

6.1.5 The Session Layer 
→ It allows users on different machine to establish sessions, which offer various 

services including dialog control, token management and synchronization. 
 

6.1.6 The Presentation Layer 
→ This layer is concerned with syntax and semantics of the information transmitted. In 

order to make it possible for computer with different data representations to 
communicate, the data structures can be defined in an abstract way. This layer 
manages these abstract structures and allows higher-level data structures to be 
defined and exchanged.  

 
6.1.7 The Application Layer 

→ This layer contains a variety of protocols that are commonly needed by users, for 
example for file transfer, electronic mail etc. 

 
 

6.2 KORIS Net  
 

Relation between the multi-layered model and the software structure in the unit 
 

KORIS net is an information system for public transport depots. The communication 
system creates a full-duplex wireless communication in the frequency range 2,402 – 2,478 
GHz between vehicles situated in the depot area and dispatching centers. This system is 
especially intended for: 

o Sequential downloading of information from vehicles, such as dispatching 
systems’ information, monitoring of position, information about temperature in 
vehicles and petrol consumption, information from tachographs etc. 

o Uploading data to vehicles. Mainly time table’s information to the onboard 
computer.  

o Monitoring departures and arrivals of vehicles from and into depots. 
 

An example of network layers interaction will be presented on communication 
between a vehicle and the Dispatching Centre over the KORIS Net. 
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As you can see from the figure 5-2, the procedure of receiving and transmitting data is 

divided into three layers. From the software perspective, each layer is represented by a 
process and has specified definition of functions which have to be implemented in it. 
 The main functions for particular layers are fallowing: 

 Layer 1 –UART:  
 It deals with electrical interface between the communication module AeroComm 
AC5124C Transceiver 2.4 GHz and the DSP, as well as, transmitting raw bits over 
communication channel) 

 Layer 2 - PRatran:  
 Defines the data frame, data transparency and error-detection. 

 Layer 3 – PRmuxtrn: 
 Through the use of addressing, it controls exchange of application data between endpoint 
nodes in the network.   
 
 The similarity between these three layers and the first three layers of the OSI model is 
obvious. More specific description of the function defined in each layer will be presented in 
the fallowing paragraphs.   
 
6.2.1   The first layer in the Koris Net 
 

 For sake of simplicity, consider that there are no other intermediate nodes and assume that 
Dispatching Centre from the figure is directly connected with the EPIS 2.45 through a 
wireless network. Once the unit receives the physical layer signals, it translates voltage levels 
back to their binary representation and passes these bit values up to the higher layer. The 
physical layer is represented by the process UART. The code example of this process was 
shown in the chapter about the Cooperative Multitasking, figure 4-1-1. The main function is 
clear, receiving bits from the communication channel and passing them to the process 
PRatran, the layer above it. The first layer includes hardware as well, such as integrated 
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circuits and communication module AeroComm AC5124C Transceiver 2.4 GHz, connected 
with the DSP through the UART interface. However, this layer is presented only from the 
software point of view.   
 
6.2.2 The second layer in the Koris Net 
 

The process PRatran running at the second layer subsequently puts together the original 
data frame. Each frame contains a frame header, payload field holding the packet with data 
transparency and the frame trailer. The bit stream from the process UART is not guaranteed to 
be error free. Thus the process PRatran has to recompute checksum for each frame (FCS 
algorithms) to make sure the frame is valid.  

 

According to [9] the frame has fallowing structure:  
 

SYN DLE  ETX FCS_HI FCS_LO END  
16 

Payload field holding the packet, 
with data transparency  10 03 05 03 0D 

 
Control symbols limiting the frame: 
SYN 0x16  – byte that means start of the frame 

DLE 0x10  - byte that means end of the frame – symbol number 1  

ETX 0x03 - byte that means end of the frame – symbol number 2 

 

Data transparency inside the payload field 
In case the symbol DLE, indicating the end of the frame, occurs inside the payload, the 

byte is doubled on the transmitting side. On the other side, each even symbol DLE which is 
received one after another is removed from the payload. 
 

Data transparency for symbol END  
Radio modem starts transmitting data, after it receives symbol END. Therefore, it is 

important to carry out the data transparency on the transmitter side.  
END in data is replaced by DLE, DNE. 

 

DLE 0x10  - the first byte of data transparency  

DNE 0x0E - the second byte of data transparency 

END 0x0D - the value of byte indicating the start of transmission  

 

Transparency of the Frame check sequence (FCS) 
If one of the FCS bytes is equal to END than this byte is inverted. (XOR 0xFF)  

FCS is computed and recomputed from entire frame except for SYN and FCS bytes with 
END. 

 

FCS - Frame check sequence 
A generator polynomial is: 
 

  G(x) = x16 + x15 + x2 + 1   also known as CRC-16 
 
 There are appendices A.1 and A.2 at the end of this work showing a software 
implementation of the data link layer in the Koris Net. This code implements formation of a 
data frame, counting FCS and data transparency implementation. The process PRatran forms 
the frame byte after byte and checks the FCS, it strips off (de-encapsulates) the data link layer 
header and the trailer and passes the packet to the layer above it. It is noteworthy that the 
instructions in the example are separated by semi-colon. 
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6.2.3 The third layer of the Koris Net 
 
Protocols of this layer have the fallowing header as it is described in [9]: 
 

destination 
address 

source 
address 

type of 
protocol 

protocol 
control field 

procedure 
number 

zz yy xx ww vv uu ss tt rr 
low-
order 
byte 

high-
order 
byte 

low-
order 
byte 

high-
order 
byte 

low-
order 
byte 

high-
order 
byte 

low-
order 
byte 

high-
order 
byte 

byte 

parameters of 
procedure call 

 
The packet is transmitted in little-endian order: from left to right, with the low-order byte of 
the two-byte destination address field going first. 

Destination address  (16-bit)  

Address of a destination station is defined as 16-bit number, it can take these values: 
� 0000 – general address 0000 (broadcast),  
� 0001 to 9999 – selective transmissions (unicast). 

Addresses are in hexadecimal according to this format: 
yyzz – vehicle number 

Source address  (16-bit) 

�  Source address is defined as 16-bit number it indicates a access point number 
and has the fallowing format: 

wwxx- access point number 

Type of protocol (16-bit) and protocol control field (16-bit) 

Type of protocol can take these values: 
0x0000 – free packets for various purposes (such as packet transmission quality test) 
0x0001 – Remote Procedure Call (RPC) in EPIS 2.45 unit  

In case of RPC, the protocol control field is: 
   0x0001 requests  
   0x0002 replies 

0x0002 – protocol for file transfer. In this case, protocol control field determines transfer 
direction: 

0x0001 from access point to vehicle 
   0x0002 from vehicle to access point 

 

Procedure number (byte) and parameters of procedure call (xx – bytes): 

First byte   - procedure number, it is compulsory in every packet,  
Parameters - in the event of parameters being 16-bit, they are transmitted in little-endian 

order LSB and then MSB) 
 

An example of remote procedure call: 
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Formatting FLASH memory (RPC - 60) 
 
 Formatting FLASH memory is usually carried out after a vehicle has arrived into the 
depot. Formatting time is from 5 to 10 seconds. 
Request:  60, <partition> 

Reply:  PACK 

 
Parameters of procedure call: 
 <partition> - for EPIS 2.45 this parameter is unimportant and is always  0 
 

Reply from a vehicle – format of packet:  

Byte of procedure acknowledgment, this byte is instead of procedure number in a request. 
Otherwise the header is identical. Depending on the result of procedures, the byte can be:  
 PACK - A5H  - positive acknowledgement, the procedure has been done successfully,  
 NACK – 5AH - negative acknowledgement, an error occurred  
 NOTA – 55H - procedure is not implemented in the unit 
 

Fundamental functions of the KORIS Net: 

� PC sends a packet of remote procedure call via the access point to the unit and 
waits for an acknowledgement. 

� The unit in a vehicle receives the packet, finds the procedure call number in the list 
of procedures and executes it (in case the procedure is implemented in the unit). 

� After the procedure has been done, the unit sends the positive acknowledgment. 
Alternatively it some parameters are also sent in case the procedure requires them. 

� The access point receives and analyses the packet from the unit and pass the reply 
to the Central Control.    

 

 From the source code examples depicted in the appendices A.1 and A.2, it is obvious 
that the implementation of the second layer is more complex issue compared to the first layer. 
Software implementation of the third layer is even more complex because many processes 
participate in implementing the functions of the network layer, such as decoding destination 
address in the packet and deciding whether the packet is intended for the particular vehicle, 
detection of the protocol, the remote procedure call number and alternatively parameters 
encapsulated in the network layer header. On the basis of this information, the layer either 
implements or hands the control over to another process to implement it. In addition, there are 
many procedures in the KORIS Net. Due to its complexity, the implementation of the third 
layer as a code example is not shown because the size of this project in terms of number of 
pages is limited and presentation of code fractions only would not make much sense in this 
case. 
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7.  Downloading a file from the onboard computer 
 

The onboard computer communicates with the EPIS 2.45 over serial line RS-485, 
other devices are connected to the RS-485 as well. Modbus is a serial communication protocol 
that allows communication between many devices on the bus. The communication model on 
the bus is Master/Slave, the EPIS 2.45 represents the Master and the onboard computer is one 
of the slaves, it becomes a slave on the base of the single-bit output shown in the figure 7-1. 

Each device intended to communicate using Modbus is given a unique address. Only 
the node assigned as the Master may initiate a command. A Modbus command contains the 
Modbus address of the device it is intended for and the intended device will react on the 
command even though other devices might receive it as well.  

According to [10], data transmission speed is 57,6 Kbit/s, with data type being 8 data 
bits, 1 stop bit and without a parity bit. Maximum length of a frame is 256 bytes including 16-
bits of CRC (cyclic redundancy check). The CRC is sent in little-endian order; first Most 
Significant Byte than Least Significant Byte. 

All Modbus commands contain checking information (CRC), ensuring that a 
command arrives undamaged; however, the CRC is not shown in structures of Modbus 
frames describing a new communication protocol in the fallowing chapter. If the 
checksum of an arriving frame fail, the frame is discarded without request for resending. 

 

Communication is organized according to the Modbus RTU standard. A receiver 
detects a new frame on the base of a time delay between frames. A new frame is received, 
when the delay between bytes is more then four-times longer then the time of sending one 
byte.  
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Downloading files from the onboard computer is a new function which has to be 
implemented into the DSP. The basics of Modbus protocol have been already implemented 
into the ADSP 2191M and they will be used for realization of the new function.    

On the other hand, there is no protocol for downloading a file from the onboard 
computer; therefore this protocol is designed in the fallowing chapter. 

 
The design justification and discussion 
 

o The protocol was designed in order to fit into current implementation of 
Modbus protocol; therefore an address of devices on the Modbus is included in 
the frame along with usage of system of functions and services.   

 
o The protocol was designed to download any file up to the size of 16 MB, that 

is more than required for current files in the onboard computer, since the size 
of memory in the onboard computer is 64 kB. Moreover, it is not expected to 
download larger files from other devices connected to Modbus as well. 

 
o Although every Modbus frame contain checking information in order to 

discover errors during transmissions, this scheme does not provide mechanism 
to find out if the addressing of file parts was managed without errors and if 
files were completely downloaded. For that reason, a request for file CRC of 
downloaded files was introduced so that correctness of the download process 
can be checked (see bellow service 03). 

 
o The protocol has to have ability to delete files in the devices connected to the 

bus after they were downloaded (see bellow service 04).  
 
During the downloading, a flash memory in the unit was used so that the downloaded 

files could be stored in the unit. That was enabled by available (already implemented) drivers 
for the memory. They allow formatting (erasing) the memory, opening files for writing, 
writing (storing) certain number of bytes on the memory and finally closing files.  

The state diagram in the figure 7-2 helps to understand the procedure of downloading 
files from the onboard computer and their temporary storing on the FLASH memory in the 
unit.  Although the figure and the fallowing chapter describing the protocol focuses on 
communication with the onboard computer only, the protocol could be used for downloading 
files practically from any device on Modbus.  

 

7.1 Protocol for downloading a file from the onboard computer 
 

Each block in the description of the frames represent one byte, format nn H means that 
a value is in hexadecimal. The address field has 02 H in all frames. It indicates the onboard 
computer address on the bus. Function 35 H means downloading a file from the onboard 
computer. 

The process of downloading is divided into four parts which is determined by the service 
field, the frames for commands and responses of each service are specified in detail. 
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SERVICE 01 H - a file request 
 This is the initial request to find out if the onboard computer has a file with specified name. 
The command has fallowing structure: 
  

 
 
 

Response from the onboard computer on a file request 
The result field (zz) in a response can be: 
 01 H    -    the specified file name is in the computer and is ready to be downloaded, 
        the file length (yy) is included in the response 
 02 H    -    error message - a file with specified file name has zero length 
 03 H    -    error message - a file with specified file name does not exist  
 

 

 
 
SERVICE 02 H – repeated download of a file from the  onboard computer 

 
 
Responses for sending the requested file part 
In the response, the field (vv H) indicates number of bytes in the data part of the frame. 
Depending on the result field (zz H), responses are: 
 

02 H  35 H  02 H  01 H  zz H  zz H  N/A  yy yy yy H  …. data part (the requested file part)     
02 H  35 H  02 H  02 H   …..  -    error message – the file position is out of range  
02 H  35 H  02 H  03 H   …..  -    error message – a file with specified file name does not exist 
 

 
Error-correction 

In case that a frame is lost during the downloading, the unit has to request resending 
the frame. The unit tries to request resending the frame sixteen-times. If that fails it informs 
higher layer about inability of communication with the onboard computer. 
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 SERVICE 03 H – request for sending CRC of the file  

 

 
 

Responses: 

The result field (zz H) takes these values: 
01 H    -    the CRC has been sent successfully     

 02 H    -    error message - a file with specified file name is unknown 
 03 H    -    error message – length error has occurred  

 

 
 
 
SERVICE 04 H – deleting a file in the onboard compu ter  

 

 
 
Responses: 
 The result field (zz H) takes these values: 

01 H    -    the file has been deleted     
 03 H    -    error message – a file with specified file name does not exist 
 

 
 
 

 As you can see in the figure 7-2, the whole process of downloading is started by 
calling RPC – 116,11 from the central computer. In order to determine the state of the process 
and its result another remote procedure call is periodically called (RPC – 121, read_variable). 
These RPCs are described in the chapter 8. 
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8. Remote procedure calls 
 

The overall process of file download is divided into two parts, the first one was 
described in the chapter 7 and is started by calling RPC 116,11 (described bellow). The 
purpose of the second part is to provide some remote procedure calls so that the file can be 
downloaded from the FLASH disk and transmitted to the central computer as it is depicted in 
the figure 8-1. Enabling remote procedure calls are described in this chapter as well. Some of 
them were previously designed and reused for this purpose; others were modified (RPC 121) 
or designed from the scratch (RPC 116, 11 and RPC 116, 12). Although they were design for 
particular reason, they aim to be flexible so that they will be multipurpose RPCs and have 
capabilities to be reused in the future as well. 

 
 The third layer of the Koris Net was described in the chapter 6.2.3 along with the 
structure of placing a remote procedure calls into the header. Therefore, the fallowing chapter 
focuses only on the description of specific RPCs. Although each RPC requires reply from 
vehicles, it is important to point out that they are not depicted in the figure 8-1. They are not 
considered while describing the RPCs as well unless the format of reply is different from the 
one described in the chapter 6.2.3. 
 

8.1 File download from Modbus device (RPC - 116, 11) 
 

This RPC triggers the file download from the onboard computer to the FLASH 
memory in the unit. Procedure number is 116 as this number corresponds to all procedures 
dealing with Modbus. The first parameter is 11, which means download from a device on the 
bus. The second parameter specifies the device and the third one identifies the file to be 
downloaded on the FLASH memory. In order to design this RPC in terms of its reusability in 
the future, the system of device addresses was used so that it can be apply to download files 
not only from the onboard computer but also from other devices on the bus. 

 
Request:  

116, 11,  <targetAdd>,   <file ID>         
 

< targetAdd > …address of a device on the MODBUS    (length 1 Byte)  
 0x1  =  The onboard computer 
 
< file ID > …the downloaded file is stored on the FLASH memory with this ID 

(length 2 Bytes). For instance:  0x0001. 
        Note: Considering that before every download a format of the FLASH memory is 
        carried out, it is not possible that the download file would cause a file ID conflict. 

 
 The state of the downloading is possible to monitor with RPC – 121, see bellow. 
 

8.2 Read variable (RPC - 121) 
 

 This RPC enables to read a specific variable from the unit. It is used to monitor state 
of a process in progress, such as uploading, downloading and deleting files to/from devices 
connected to the units in vehicles. 
 

Request: 121, BYTE <ident> 
Reply: PACK, 2Bytes <value> 
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Parameters: 
<ident> - variable identifikator 
PACK – positive acknowledgment 
<value> - variable value – (usually state and result) 

 
 
Example: 
 This RPC is used in connection with RPC 116, 11 for instance as it is periodically 
called after download has been started. The variable identifier 6 – modbus_ft_state is read to 
determine state and alternative errors.  
 

 Least significant byte from the return value means state and it has fallowing values (in 
hexadecimal): 

00 – initial state, flash memory formatting, sending request to the 
        onboard computer and opening file in FLASH memory for writing 
01 – file download         
02 – reading and checking CRC of the file  
04 – closing the file in the FLASH 
08 – final state, download finished 

 
 Most significant byte identifies result or error related to the state in the least significant 
byte. Most of the errors were described in the chapter 7, while describing the designed 
protocol. However, there is a possibility of additional errors such as during formatting and 
opening the file on the FLASH. This byte is equal to zero in case there are no errors. 
 

8.3 File check (RPC - 75) 
 
 This RPC is used to find out CRC of a file stored on the FLASH memory in the unit. 
This helps to detect communication errors during the process of downloading. According to 
[9] it has fallowing structure: 
 
Request:  75, BYTE <partition>, 2Bytes <file id> 
Reply:   PACK, 2Bytes <CRC> 
 
<partition> - it is zero (there is only one partition for now) 
<file id> - file ID 
<CRC> - the CRC of the file 
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8.4 Prepare read (RPC - 70) 
  
 This RPC is used to prepare (open) file for reading on the FLASH memory in the unit. 
In case the RPC returns positive acknowledgement, the return values contain length of the file 
which has been opened for reading as well. As it is described in [9] the specification of the 
RPC is fallowing: 
 
Request:  70, BYTE <partition>, 2Bytes < file id > 
Reply:  PACK, 4Bytes <file length> 
 
<partition> - it is zero (there is only one partition for now) 
< file id > - file ID 
<file length> - length of the file which has been opened for reading 
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8.5 Download (RPC - 69) 
 
The purpose of this RPC is to download specified parts of files from vehicles. This 

RPC can be used only after a file has been open for reading by calling RPC – 70 (see chapter 
8.4). If the procedure and all parameter are valid, positive acknowledgement (PACK) is sent 
immediately but the transmission will start with a 0,5s delay. This is due to the fact that access 
point needs some time to release radio channel and prepare itself for reception. 

The problem with this scheme is that receiver (access point) does not recognize the 
end of transmission. For that reason RPC – 121 is periodically called, with parameter 
MAX_BLOCK_TX, which returns the last number of block transmitted from vehicle. The 
end of transmission is recognized when the last block number is equal to the last number 
demanded or when the MAX_BLOCK_TX value remained constant for certain period of time 
(in case the last block is lost during the transmission).   

According to [9] this RPC has the fallowing structure: 
 

Request:  69, <block list> 
Reply: PACK    
 
<block list> - list of blocks to be transmitted from the vehicle (format is specified bellow) 
 

Format of block list 
 

It is a sequence of block identifications. The length of each block ID is 16 bits, where 
15. bit (numbering from zero) specified the block ID in this way:   
 
Bit 15 = 0, block ID directly specified the number of block to be downloaded  
Bit 15 = 1, two fallowing block IDs (with Bit 15=1) specified intervals of blocks to be  
       downloaded  
 
Example (the block IDs are presented in hexadecimal format): 
 

0x0004,0x8006,0x8008,0x800b,0x800d,0x000f … that is the same as: 
 

0x0004,0x0006,0x0007,0x0008,0x000b,0x000c,0x000d,0x000f 
 

It is possible to use the both type of block ID specification in one block list but the 
maximum of block IDs in one block list is 200. The length of each block in the FLASH 
memory of units is 248 bytes. 
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8.6 Close file (RPC - 72) 
 
 It is used to close a file which was previously opened on the FLASH memory (by 
using RPC -70).  In case this operation is not carried out by 10 minutes since a file was 
opened and there is no activity with the file, it is closed automatically. As it is described in [9] 
the specification of the RPC is fallowing: 
  

 

Request: 72, <file ID> 
Reply:  PACK    

 
<file id> - file ID 
 

8.7 Delete file in Modbus device (RPC – 116,12) 
 
  This RPC for deleting files in devices on Modbus is design in very similar way as the 
RPC -116,11 (downloading). It is necessary to specify not only the file ID but the device 
address as well. 
 
116, 12  <adresaZarizeni>,   < file ID >        kde 
 
<adresaZarizeni> … address of a device on the MODBUS    (length 1 Byte)  
   0x1  =  The onboard computer 
 
< file ID > …   ID of the file which is to be deleted in specified Modbus device 
 
 The state of the deletion is possible to monitor with RPC – 121 (see chapter 8.2). 
 

Least significant byte from the return value of RPC - 121 means state and it has 
fallowing values (in hexadecimal): 

00 – the deletion has been started 
02 – the deletion is finished 
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9.  Implementation of additional functions into the  unit  
 

Except of the new function which has been already described other problems occurred 
during the work on this project. They required either change in the current system or new 
implementations. Although the modifications were relatively small, they were very 
theoretically demanding and also helpful to gain hands-on experience with the software 
structure in the unit and the Instruction Set of the DSP. They helped to examine the EPIS 2.45 
more closely and get a general idea about the unit. 
 

9.1 Modification of the data frame for induction modems 
My task was to receive some information from the onboard computer on the IBIS bus. 

This is another type of bus which is the onboard computer connected to, as shown in the 
figure 2-1. The information from the computer, such as line numbers and vehicle delays had 
to be included into already existing frame for the inductive modem. Communications 
protocols between the unit and the onboard computer on the IBIS bus and between the unit 
and the inductive modem had to be studied. The green symbolic communication path in the 
figure 3-1 illustrates subjects of study and modification within the EPIS system.  

 

9.2 Remote control of heating system in vehicles  
 
In this case, my task was to study protocol between the unit and the Central Control 

Office, more specifically communication over radio data channels. These channels enable 
transferring information about vehicles positions and other statistical information; they also 
enable remote control of the vehicle. The task accomplishment involved a modification of the 
existing protocol so that a remote control of the heating system would be possible. That is 
illustrated in the figure 3-1 as the purple symbolic communication path marks the area of 
study the problem. 

 
 
10.  Work demonstration and additional source code examples 
 
 

Since the work is also practically oriented, modifications and new implementations 
had to be tested on the real system. Unfortunately, such a testing and alternative results 
demonstration is technically possible only in the Ing. Ivo Herman, CSc.’s company (and       
in real public transport vehicles). There are several reasons for it: 

 
� In order to observe the EPIS 2.45 in operation, presence of a vehicle simulator 

with all acoustic units, peripheral devices and onboard computer connected to 
it is necessary. These devices are usually very expensive. 

� There has to be a simulator of the Central Control Office with its application 
server and many radio adapters enabling communication together with other 
devices simulating the public transport information system. 

� Presence of the dispatching centre server and presence of appropriate devices 
simulating the operation of the centre are necessary as well. 

� Once such a simulator is completely set up it is immobile. 
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However, the results of the modifications and implementation have been tested in the 
company and they proved that the two functions, mentioned in the chapter 9, have been 
successfully implemented into the EPIS 2.45. The communication protocol designed to 
download files from the onboard computer and subsequent forwarding to the central computer 
over the Koris Net have been successfully tested as well. 

 
As far as the additional source code examples are concerned, such as implementation 

of the designed protocol (chapter 7) and RPCs for transmitting files over the Koris Net, they 
were not included in the work for fallowing reasons: 

 
� The software structure of the unit is very complex. In order to present coherent 

and understandable code examples (with appropriate description) it would have 
to be included with all its complexity. That would mean that the number of 
pages of this work would at least double. 

� When such a complex source code examples were included it would be very 
difficult to distinguish parts which were written by author of this work and 
which were not as the new functions are implementation into existing system. 
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11. Conclusion  
 
In the first part of the work, electro-acoustic unit EPIS 2.45 was studied together with 

the digital signal processor which controls the unit (chapters 3 and 4). The theoretical part 
also examined the software structure, focusing on operation system, based on the algorithms 
of the cooperative multitasking and corresponding inter-process interaction (chapters 5). 

 
In order to modify already existing protocols and implement new functions into the 

unit, theory of the networking architecture and multi-layered models were discussed along 
with examination of communication protocol Modbus and protocols in the KORIS Net 
(chapters 6 and 7). The description was supported by some source code examples (these are 
included in appendices A.1 and A.2)   

 
The second part presented a communication protocol designed and implemented to 

download files from the devices connected to the EPIS 2.45 over Modbus (chapter 7). The 
protocol was designed with consideration of various aspects so that it is able to fit into 
previous implementation of the Modbus protocol. A capability of deleting files from devices 
on the Modbus was also implemented into the protocol. 

The practical part of the work also included detailed description and implementation 
of the remote procedure calls (chapter 8), due to the fact that they enabled to transmit the 
downloaded files from the unit to the central computer over the Koris Net. Although the 
transmission process required reusing some of the previously implemented remote procedure 
calls (RPC 75, 70, 69, 72), there are some remote procedure calls which had to be designed 
from scratch (such as RPC 116, 12 and RPC 116, 11).  

Throughout the work on this project, some additional functions were implemented into 
the unit as well. More specifically, modification of data frame for induction modem and 
remote control of heating system in public transport vehicles. These changes are described in 
chapter 9.  

The new implementation, including additional, were successfully tested on a public 
transport vehicle simulator. 
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Shortcut Reference 
 
 
A/D and D/A       analog to digital conversion and vice versa  
ADSP 2191M     a DSP from Analog Devices 
ALU      Arithmetic logic Unit 
CRC   Cyclic Redundancy Check  
DSP       Digital Signal Processor 
EPIS 2.45      Onboard Electro-acoustic Information System  (version 2.45) 
FCS   Frame check sequence 
FFSK        Fast Frequency Shift Keying 
IBIS   a standardized bus  
ISO           The International organization for Standardization 
MIPS   million instructions per second 
OS   operation system 
OSI   Open System Interconnection 
RAM   Random-access memory 
RPC   Remote Procedure Call 
RS-485      electrical specification of two-wire, half-duplex, multipoint serial  
   Communication 
RTU   Remote Terminal Unit 
UART   universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter 
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A.1    Software implementation of the second layer in the KORIS Net (part 1) 

/*--------- Receiving bytes from the physical layer and forming data frames --------- input: AX1 - byte */ 
atran_receive_char: 
            AX0=AX1;   //saving the incoming byte and checking the state of the data link layer 
            AR=DM(atstate);           //receiving is forbidden if the state is equal to zero, return to the lower… 
            AF=PASS AR; IF EQ RTS;  //… layer and end of the interrupt fallows 
                                     

            AF=AR-ATST_SYN;  // checking if the state is waiting for SYN symbol  =  ATST_SYN  
            IF NE JUMP si4;       //if the state is different the process jumps to the part 2 for checking other states 
 

            AY0=SYN;  AF=AX0-AY0;    //checking if the received byte is the SYN symbol 
             IF NE RTS;        //if the byte is not SYN return fallows and procedure is same as was mentioned above 
 

            AR=PASS 0; DM(fcs)=AR;  DM(delpak)=AR; //after receiving SYN, a preparation for FCS and length.. 
            AR=buff;   DM(wr_buff)=AR; // ….counting is carried out    
 

            AR=PASS ATST_REC;  DM(atstate)=AR;  //a change of the state, the layer is now ready to receive….  
            RTS;  // …payload field byte after byte then return instruction fallows (return to the physical layer) 
                                     
si1:       SI=DM(fcs);   // counting the FCS, details are regarded as less important  

SR=LSHIFT SI BY -8 (HI); AY0=AX0; AR=SR1 XOR AY0; AY0=0x00FF; AR=AR AND AY0;   AY0=fcstab; AR=AR+AY0;I6=AR; 
AY1=DM(I6,M4); SR=LSHIFT SI BY 8 (HI);   AY0=0xFF00;   AR=SR1 AND AY0;    AR=AR XOR AY1;  DM(fcs)=AR;     
 

AR=DM(atstate);  AF=AR-ATST_REC; // checking for state ATST_REC, receiving bytes 
            IF NE JUMP si2;   //if the data link layer is not receiving bytes, the programme continues from the label si2 
 

AY0=DLE;   AR=AX0-AY0; //checking if the received symbol is not DLE, because of transparency ..            
IF NE JUMP si3; //…alternatively, symbol DLE indicates the end of the payload filed 
    //if it is not DLE, the programme continues from the label si3 

                                     

            AR=ATST_CTL; DM(atstate)=AR;  // DLE was received, therefore it is not saved and the data link layer            
            RTS;   //changes the state to ATST_CTL –> controlling what the DLE means 
   

si3:        AX1=DM(delpak); AY0=length(buff);   //check if the buffer does not exceed the size of the received data 
            AR=AX1-AY0;    

 IF EQ JUMP si8; // if it does exceed the programme continues from the label si8 
 

           I6=DM(wr_buff);      //saving the received byte to the buffer  
            DM(I6,M5)=AX0; 
            DM(wr_buff)=I6; 
            AY0=DM(delpak);   
            AR=AY0+1;   // update of the variable counting the length of the input buffer 
            DM(delpak)=AR; 
            RTS;    //return instruction 
                                     

si2:        AY0=ATST_CTL; AF=AR-AY0;    //state ATST_CTL 
             IF NE JUMP si8; 
 

            AY0=ETX; //in case of the control state, the end of the payload field occurs if the next byte is ETX 
            AR=AX0-AY0; 
            IF NE JUMP si5; 
            AR=PASS ATST_CH1;    DM(atstate)=AR;  // ETX was received, the state is now  
            RTS;     //  ATST_CH1  -  first byte of the FCS is expected 
 

si5:        AY0=DLE; AR=AX0-AY0;  //data transparency in payload field             
            IF NE JUMP si11; 
                                     
si12:       AX1=DM(delpak);      //the second DLE was received, this one will be saved in the buffer or the END..           
AY0=length(buff);         AR=AX1-AY0;   //…will be stored in case of data transparency for END symbol 
            IF EQ JUMP si8; //length test, same as before 
 
            I6=DM(wr_buff);      DM(I6,M5)=AX0;            DM(wr_buff)=I6; 
            AY0=DM(delpak);    AR=AY0+1;  DM(delpak)=AR; 
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A.2    Software implementation of the second layer in the KORIS Net (part 2) 
 

si6:        AR=PASS ATST_REC;       DM(atstate)=AR;  //changing state to ATST_REC 
            RTS; 
              
si11:     AY0=DNE;   // DNE received – data transparency for the END symbol 
            AR=AX0-AY0; 
            IF NE JUMP si6; 
 

            AX0=END; 
            JUMP si12;   //jump which then stores the END to the buffer 
 

si4:        AF=AR-ATST_CH1;  IF NE JUMP si7;      //is the state  ATST_CH1, if not, continue on si7  
 

            DM(check1)=AX0; //if the state is  ATST_CH1, saves the first part of the FCS, changes state…  
            AR=ATST_CH2;  //…. and expects the second part 
            DM(atstate)=AR; 
            RTS; 
                                     

si7:        AY0=ATST_CH2;     AF=AR-AY0; // is the state ATST_CH2? 
            IF NE JUMP si1; //if not, jumps to the part where FCS is counted and the payload bytes are received 
 

            DM(check2)=AX0;  // saving the second part of the FCS 
            AY0=0x00FF; //the FCS has been received and is compared with the counted FCS 
            AY1=END;   SI=DM(fcs);   SR=LSHIFT SI BY -8 (HI);  
            AR=SR1-AY1;  IF NE JUMP si13; //ensuring data transparency of the second byte of the FCS 
            AR=SR1 XOR AY0;            SR1=AR; 
 

si13:       AR=DM(check1);   AR=AR-SR1;       IF NE JUMP si9; //checking the first part of the FCS 
                                           

AX0=DM(fcs); 
            AR=AX0 AND AY0;     
            AF=AR-AY1;  // ensuring data transparency of the first byte of the FCS 
            IF NE JUMP si14; 
            AR=AR XOR AY0; 
 

si14:       AX0=DM(check2); 
            AR=AR-AX0;  //checking if the second part of the computed FCS is equal to the second part of .. 
            IF NE JUMP si9; // …the received FCS, if not, jump to the label si9                                      
            AX0=DM(PRatran+TProtocol_Callback); //getting the network layer process ID  - PRmuxtrn  
            AR=PASS AX0; 
            IF EQ JUMP si10; 
            AY1=S_Data_Ready;  //signal to the OS informing that data frame has been received successfully and… 
            CALL isignal;   //..they are ready to be processed by higher layer, in other words   
    //a process representing network layer will be soon running 
si10:     AR=PASS ATST_IDL;  //no network layer process has been assigned, change of state fallows 
            DM(atstate)=AR;   //state= ATST_IDL  -the data link layer can not received any bytes from the lower layer 
            RTS; 
                                     
si9:        AX0=DM(PRatran+TProtocol_Callback);// checksum failed, getting the network layer process ID  
            AR=PASS AX0; 
            IF EQ JUMP si10; 
            AY1=S_Data_Error;   //sends signal S_Data_error to the OS informing about it 
            CALL isignal; 
                                     
si8:        AR=PASS ATST_SYN;   DM(atstate)=AR; // wrong state             
            RTS; 
 


